"Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that." - Martin Luther King, Jr.
In this hectic world, it is easy for one to try to blend in with darkness by becoming dark himself. We must know and believe in the fact that it isn't more darkness that this world needs. It is not up to us to protest war, it is up to us to instead promote peace. There is so much power in our aim, and without this direction we will truly remain in the dark.

To aim for peace, we must profess it with our mouths, and back it up with our actions. We mustn't fall into the same cycles as those who have preceded us, but instead we must shine our lights bright so that we may be able to illuminate new paths.

By doing this we aren't only bringing ourselves out of darkness, we are also helping for others to follow suit by somewhat following our paths before discovering their own. Be about the change that the world needs to see, love everyone!
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